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The Metaverse is the new frontier for business, the word sounds a bit scarier than it is. To learn about the metaverse
click here. Meta, formally known as Facebook, with its VR headsets to place people miles apart in the same
room, NVIDIA with its high-end computer chips, Roblox with its ability to create universes without coding
knowledge, and finally, Unity Software with its visual effect power. All these companies are pioneering the road of
what the Metaverse will look like.
Read the full article here.

After Covid-19, a lot of positive changes have happened inside the business world. Retail may have been the
largest business affected but check out nine ways they are shifting their business into more technology (check
out this article on AI pricing), personable, and clean-Earth-centered business.
Read the full article here.
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Jack Dorsey, co-founder and former CEO of Twitter, stated on Twitter that he believes Crypto-currencies will replace
the dollar. Dorsey and the company he currently sits as CEO, Block, hold an estimated $390 million in Bitcoin. This
clearly shows his confidence in the promising future of crypto-currency and why he is publically promoting it. Cryptos
have changed the way our World looks at investing, If you would like to learn more click here.
Read the full article here.

After decades of work, the James Webb Telescope has entered orbit after being launched on December 24th, 2021.
This telescope is the successor of the Hubble telescope which launched in 1990. James Webb Telescope has many
features that put it above Hubble such as its ability to gaze at infrared light, its larger mirror which gives it a larger
field of view, and the distance it will reach. All of these features will give us a better glimpse into the unknown of
Outer-Space.
Read the full article here.
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ForU, a social awareness clothing brand at ORU in Tulsa, OK, is ready to release its latest volume on eating
disorders titled "Custom Made". This campaign focuses on eating disorders and body image issues that millions of
people in our generation face today. They do this through pieces that remind them of the unique, intricate, and
beautiful ways that our Lord has designed us. They will be donating a percent of the profits to Laureate Psychiatric
Clinic in Tulsa, OK which will further help them treat individuals who suffer anorexia, bulimia, and other eating-related
disorders. Their exclusive pop-up dates are January 20 & 21, 2022 at ORU's campus in Tulsa, Ok. Keep up with
ForU by following them on Instagram!
Project Manager: Charis Nwanze
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NFT
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This newsletter was written by Dani Marques and Hayden Guenzler. We appreciate every reader and hope
that these newsletters are a tool you use to familiarize yourself with current events. Thank you for taking the
time to read through our Newsletter!
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